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Steel Beam Dixie Wonder

D'

Dixie Wonder with gangs arranged
in straight line, making a good

general purpose cultivator

IXIE Wonder is a spring-tootK cultivator tliat

every farmer can use to good advantage.

There is always some condition on the farm

which a cultivator of this type meets. Because the Dixie Wonder is a

spring-tooth cultivator, the teeth pulverize the ground, leaving a soft mulch

in a much more level condition than is possible when using a shovel culti-

vator. The spring teeth fluff the ground, allowing air to circulate through it.

This gives the ground a chance to warm up quickly, which is a particularly

good thing in a backward spring.

It is often necessary to cultivate the ground before the plants come up.

By using the Dixie Wonder a farmer can cultivate close to the rows without

throwing an unnecessary amount of soil over the place where the plants break

through.

Rear view Dixie Wonder with
the gangs arranged "V"
shaped. Note that there is

abundant trash clearance
space

Makes a Good Mulch

When crops are planted exceptionally deep Dixie

Wonder can be used to cultivate the entire surface

of the ground without molesting the seed if the culti-

vating is done before it has sprouted. Dixie

Wonder is a useful implement for conserving mois-

ture. It makes just the right kind of a mulch tor

preventing the sub-surface water from evaporating

into the air and becoming lost to the crop. Ihe

mulch formed by the Dixie Wonder is a granular mulch, and not the finely pulverized dust mulch which

blows away so easily.

For cultivating cotton, corn, potatoes, beans, and all other plants that are grown

in rows, Dixie Wonder is a very useful tool. This is because the operator can

straddle the row, cultivate close to either side, or convert it into a right or a left

hand cultivator for sidehill work

1 Used Throughout

Dixie Wonder is exceptionally well

made throughout. Practically every

part of this implement is made of

steel. The handles also are steel, well

braced to the frame and fitted with

good grips. The handles are adjust-

able, fitting the cultivator tor drivers

of different sizes. The hitch plate has

provision for a number of adjust-

ments, and can be easily changed for

a right or a left hand hitch.
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Dixie Wonder "A" shaped to throw
dirt towards the plants

Dixie Wonder *'V" shaped to throw
dirt away from the plants
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Gang Arrangements for Different Joi3s

Dixie Wonder with
gangs arranged
angling towards
the right. They
can be angled to
the left in the same
meinner

THE teeth of this cultivator can be set in the shape

or a "V, ' the teeth straight in line, and either

left angle with the teeth in a straight line.

The teeth placed *'A ' shape make this cultivator

valuable for throwing soil toward the rows, the "V
shape for throwing the soil away from the plants; and

the side angles for cultivating

hais.

Dixie Wonder is made wi

hitch, so that when the farmer has occasion to straddle rows, the horse can be

hitched to one side and the gangs angled to remove side draft. The hitch can be

changed either to the right or to the left side to meet the convenience

of the driver.

The levers for angling the gangs are convenient to

the driver and are of the correct length with powerful

leverages, making them work easily. Their conven-

ience and ease of operation make it possible to change

the setting of the cultivator instantly

Front view Dixie
Wonder equip-
ped with shields.

Note the rigidity

of the shields

Shields Protect Young Plants

The center shovel can be removed and

Dixie Wonder can be equipped with

shields lor protecting young plants. These

shields are of great value when cultivat-

ing small plants as they prevent the

shovels from throwing dirt over the plants.

Special

Equipment

On special order and

at a slight additional

cost the iollowmg

special equipment will

be furnished.

Rear view Dixie Wonder equipped with shields.
A good cultivator for young plants

Crimped Teeth

Crimped teeth are an ad-

vantage because the crimp makes the

tooth narrower above the shovel,

PXru^Tepth-fur^ SO that there is less tendency for

dirt and trash to be carried along.

le Teeth

nished
order

on special

Lead Wheel
The great advantage of a lead wheel is that the culti-

vator can be adjusted to cut at a uniform depth. It is

also used to hold the beam of Dixie Wonder off the

ground and make the implement more con- Crimped
^ less trash

venient for the driver to use, and to make on special

it a little easier on the horse. 3

Reversible

By using the adjustable and

reversible teeth the depth of culti-

,
vation can be regulated, be-

cause the length of the teeth can

be changed. The points of the

teeth being double pointed and

reversible make it possible to

get twice the amount of wear

from each tooth before resharpen-

teeth carry mg bcCOmeS UeCCS-
Fumished

order S^ry.

Adjustable and revers-
ible tooth, furnished
on special order
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Handy Andy

H
Handy Andy

ANDY Andy is a small 9-tootli cultivator for use m cultivating tlie ground deep and witliout liilling.

For this reason it is a good cultivator to use m strawberries, raspbenies, blackberries, bops and all

conditions where the driver desires to cultivate deep without billing the ground.

Width Changed Without a Wrench

The width ol cultivation can be changed to meet the conditions found when working m rows of

different widths. The locking device by which the cultivator is set at different widths forms a positive lock,

holding the cultivator at any width desired. No wrench or other tools are necessary for changing the

widths of cultivation.

Cultivator Tooth or Spike Tooth

The teeth are made straight on one end and curved on the other end. This shape gives the driver the

advantage of a regular cultivator tooth or a spike tooth, as desired. All that is necessary is to loosen the

tooth clips and reverse the teeth. Thus Handy Andy is a combined cultivator and harrow.

Adjustable Handles

The wood bandies are well braced to the frame, tied together in two places, and ntted with convenient

grips. They are easily adjustable to different heights, making Handy Andy an implement that can be used

by any driver.

Teeth are Held Rigidly m Place

Handy Andy is a strong, well-built implement, constructed almost entirely of steel with the exception

of the wood handles. The teeth are fastened rigidly to channel bars by steel tooth clips, each of which is

held in place by two nuts so that there is no danger of the teeth working loose.
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Sold by

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
( Incorporatfii

)

CHICAGO USA



For further information write International Harvester Company of America
Chicago, III., or write our nearest branch house.
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BRANCH HOUSES
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA

HNCORPORATCOI
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